
systematic basis -- mirroring, if we can ,, _the j oint committee at ministerialr ,~.'• _ ,. ,. . ,.. ..., ~. ~.- . . _ _ ~
level that we have withthe United States and Japan, . ~ ~~~ _- _ _ _ __- ---- --._ ---- --- - - _ _ ~ ~

This initiative on our part had two good effects . It enabled us t o

I
more thought to each other .

bring home to the Common Market the reality of our position and our strong
and legitimate interest in the freest possible trading arrangements . I
believe, too, that both sides, by having to talk to us, were led at a time
when both were concerned with internal problems and priorities to give a littl e

The second great change in the trading world to which we belong was
the economic miracle of Japan . I need not remind this audience that Japan is
Canada's third-largest trading partner, after the United States and Britain,
and that our trade with Japan is increasing rapidly . Japan is probabl y
British Columbia's leading foreign trading partner . What we think about less
often is that Japan is already a regional economic power of the first magnitude,
dominating the economy of South and Southeast Asia, and already a major factor
in world trade, likely to grow rather than diminish in importance .

In our trading world, the United States no longer enjoys an
unchallenged position of leadership . It remains the most powerful economic
unit in the world but it is challenged, to the east by the Common Market, to
the west by Japan . Every Canadian should pray every morning and evening that
the United States economy will continue to prosper . So closely are we tied
together that we will thrive together or suffer together . There was a t ime

~ last year when we thought that_the Americans were trying to disengage from us .
~ .IFortunate ly, that threat seems to 'have receded .

It has been the consistent policy of this Government to seek a
maximum diversification in our export trade, thereby reducing to the extent
possible our vulnerability to the vicissitudes of the American market and t o
changes in American economic policy . I want to be very clear about thi s

.~ matter. At the present time the United States takes about 65 per cent of our
total exports . We are very glad that they do but we must ask ourselves whether,
for a country determined to remain free and to manage its own domestic economy,
we have taken full advantage of the potentialities of other growing market s

In seeking greater diversification in our export trade we are not
seeking to reduce by one cent the dollar value of our exports to the United
States . Indeed, we hope it will continue to grow . What the Government i s

a after -- I suggest in the national interest and the interest of the trading
community -- is a faster rate of increase in our exports to the rest of the
wôrld,"s6-that the percentage of the"tôtal going to the United States may at
least be stabilized and, better stil T; s omewhat reduced, over a period o f years .

I shall not stand here and draw at great length the moral of all this)
which must be obvious to you . Keep and develop your markets in the United
States ; nowhere on earth is there a market or an aggregation of market s
for Canadian goods that can replace the United States .
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